
Math 160B - Fall 2022 - Online (Remote) Quiz Instructions

Academic Integrity: You must work the online quizzes on your own, in a single 15
minute time block. You may not consult with anyone or use notes, books or
any other resources.

If you end up not fully following the instructions for the quiz, finish it anyway
and add an explanation at the bottom of the quiz page.

Instructions: Read completely before downloading your quiz.

� The quiz will (typically) be available at 12:30pm, and must be turned in no later
than 11:00am the next morning. There is only a short grace period after 11:00am, so
please be on time!

� First, download the quiz. You may: (1) Use a tablet to write on the quiz as a PDF
file; or (2) Print the quiz on a single sheet, handwrite your answers and then take
a scan or photo, or (3) If really necessary, write short versions of the questions and
your answers on a blank sheet of plain white paper. Options (1) or (2) are very much
preferred.

� Once the quiz is downloaded and printed, write the Start Time as you begin
thinking about or working on the quiz.

� When you are finished, write the Stop Time, and your Name, and your
Signature. Your signature affirms you have understood and followed these direc-
tions.

� Create a PDF or other picture file (phones can do a good job of this with a little
practice – but watch out for shadows). Upload a single sheet of paper with the
quiz problems and answers to gradescope. There will often be more than one
question on a quiz, but if so, the multiple questions should be uploaded as a
single PDF file on gradescope.

� Your time limit is 15 minutes for the quiz itself — this does not count the time needed
for downloading and printing, or for photographing and uploading.

� If you go more than a couple minutes over the time limit, or you change something
after the “stop time”, or anything prevents you from following these instructions, you
must add an explanation to the quiz about it.

� There is no way to ask questions during the quiz. If something in the questions looks
like a typo or error, please point it out in your answer and do your best to provide a
good answer anyway.

� Do not discuss the quiz with others until after the final upload time for the quiz.


